Abstract-We develop noise robust features using Gammatone wavelets derived from the popular Gammatone functions. These wavelets incorporate the characteristics of human peripheral auditory systems, in particular the spatially-varying frequency response of the basilar membrane. We refer to the new features as Gammatone Wavelet Cepstral Coefficients (GWCC). The procedure involved in extracting GWCC from a speech signal is similar to that of the conventional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) technique, with the difference being in the type of filterbank used. We replace the conventional mel filterbank in MFCC with a Gammatone wavelet filterbank, which we construct using Gammatone wavelets. We also explore the effect of Gammatone filterbank based features (Gammatone Cepstral Coefficients (GCC)) for robust speech recognition. On AURORA 2 database, a comparison of GWCCs and GCCs with MFCCs shows that Gammatone based features yield a better recognition performance at low SNRs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of feature extraction in speech recognition is to provide a stable and robust representation for speech signal. The two widely used features are MFCC [1] and Perceptual Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (PLPCC). Both methods involve extracting cepstral vectors that are derived from a filterbank, which is designed according to a particular human auditory model [2] . In case of MFCC, filterbank construction is based on pitch perception, whereas in PLPCC, one uses a filterbank that approximates the critical band masking property of the peripheral auditory system.
Another aspect of the auditory system on which the construction of the filterbank could be based is the frequency response of the basilar membrane. The basilar membrane in the inner ear aids in frequency resolution and many models have been proposed to mimic this function. Most models are based on representing the basilar membrane as a constant-Q filterbank. Patterson and Smith have compared various models and showed that the Gammatone functions provide a good fit to the experimentally determined auditory response [3] . Based on these functions, a construction of Gammatone filterbank has been presented in [4] .
An important characteristic of basilar membrane as suggested by Yang et al. [5] is that its functioning can be viewed as an affine wavelet transform. Since wavelets are zeroaverage (bandpass) functions and exhibit constant-Q behaviour [6] , wavelet transformation can be represented by a bandpass constant-Q filterbank. The generation of Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) requires infinite translations and dilations of the wavelet function [6] and in practice, we can only approximate the transform with a finite set of filters. Solbach et al. gave a method of generating CWT from the Gammatone functions [7] . This construction yields an approximate wavelet transform as Gammatone functions do not have a zero at ω = 0. We overcome the problem by using Gammatone wavelets (derived from Gammatone functions) [8] and by constructing a constant-Q filterbank from these wavelets. Apart from modeling the basilar membrane, another motivation for using wavelets comes from the fact that wavelet transform based features can be used in obtaining Vocal Tract Length Invariant (VTLI) features, as shown by Mertins and Rademacher [9] . The wavelets considered have similar asymmetry characteristcs as the popular Gammatone functions.
In this paper, we construct a Gammatone wavelet filterbank using Gammatone wavelets. We replace the mel-filterbank in the MFCC feature extraction process with the Gammatone wavelet filterbank and investigate the effect of changing filterbank on the performance of the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system. We also experiment with Gammatone filterbank and refer to the features as Gammatone Cepstral Coefficients (GCC). A similar feature extraction approach has been presented in [10] wherein auditory transform (consisting of filters based on Gammatone functions) coupled with a hair-cell model are used in obtaining cochlear filter cepstral coefficents. Even in this case a near wavelet is considered.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we give a brief introduction of the Gammatone functions and construction of Gammatone wavelets. In Section III, we provide a method for Gammatone wavelet filterbank construction. In Section IV, we discuss the feature extraction process. In Section V, we describe the experimental setup and analyse the results of the experiment. In Section VI, we discuss previous works that have incorporated Gammatone filterbank in feature extraction and summarize the work presented in this paper.
II. GAMMATONE WAVELETS
The basilar membrane within the cochlea in the inner ear has high frequency selectivity. The frequencies are resolved tonotopically, that is, different points on the basilar membrane resonate at different frequencies. Experimental studies have shown that the frequency response at any point on the membrane is asymmetric. In the modeling of this response, the asymmetric Gammatone functions provide a good fit to the experimentally determined response [3] .
The Gammatone function is a tone (sinusoid) modulated by a gamma distribution function and is expressed as g(t) = t (N −1) e −αt e jωct u(t), where t (in seconds) denotes time, α is the bandwidth parameter and determines the effective duration of g(t); the center frequency is ω c (in radians/second), u(t) is the unit step function and N is the order, which controls the rise and decay of the function. For N in the range 3-5, the Gammatone function provides a good approximation to the basilar membrane responses [3] . We use N = 4 in our construction. Patterson and Smith considered real Gammatone functions, whereas we use the complex version. The reason for using such functions is that in the feature extraction process, we work with magnitude spectra, which are symmetric. The Fourier transform of g(t) isĝ(ω) = (N −1)! (α+j(ω−ωc)) N , where ω (in radians/second) is the angular frequency.
A. Gammatone wavelets
Taking the derivative of the Gammatone function introduces a zero at ω = 0. The derivative of the Gammatone has a straightforward Fourier transform expression given by
It is easy to verify thatψ(0) = 0. The corresponding function in the time domain is
where β = −α + jω c . Higher-order derivatives of the Gammatone function also qualify as wavelets, provided that the order of the derivative does not exceed the order of the denominator in (1) . A detailed description about the properties of the wavelets is provided in [8] .
III. GAMMATONE WAVELET FILTERBANK
We develop the filterbank along the same lines as Slaney's implementation of Gammatone filterbank [4] and incorporate our filterbank in the auditory toolbox [11] .
In Slaney's construction of the Gammatone filterbank, bandwidth of each filter is taken as the corresponding Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB). The expression chosen for calculating ERB (in Hz) at any frequency f (in Hz) is
The calculation of center frequency f c for a channel k, is based on the following expression:
where 1 ≤ k ≤ K, K is the total number of filters, C = 228.83, f min (in Hz) and f max (in Hz) are lowest and highest cutoff frequencies of the filterbank. In our construction f min = 133 Hz and f max = 4 kHz (half the sampling rate of the input data) are chosen. Substituting the center frequency and bandwidth values obtained using Equation ( and Equation (3) in Equation (2), we generate a constant-Q bandpass filterbank. The filterbank thus obtained consists of continuous-time filters and from the implementation point of view we need to derive discrete filters. The discrete filters are obtained by sampling the impulse response of Gammatone wavelet function in Equation (2) at the sampling rate of the input data.
The filterbank frequency response is shown in Figure 1 , where the plots reveal the asymmetry of Gammatone wavelet in the frequency domain. The filterbank consists of 40 filters with the lowest frequency of 133 Hz and highest frequency of 4 kHz (half the sampling frequency of the speech data used). The choice of center frequencies and bandwidth is the same as used in Slaney's implementation of Gammatone filterbank. We observe a reduction in the height of the filters with the increase in frequency, this is a consequence of the fact that the area under the filters have been kept equal.
IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION USING GAMMATONE WAVELET

FILTERBANK
In the extraction of features for ASR we draw inspiration from Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). We follow the same set of steps as followed in obtaining MFCCs, but the difference lies in the choice of filterbank. The Mel-filterbank in MFCC, which is made up of triangular filters equally spaced in Mel scale, is replaced by the Gammatone wavelet filterbank. We refer to the coefficients obtained using Gammatone wavelet filterbank as Gammatone Wavelet Cepstral Coefficients (GWCC). The flowchart in Figure 2 illustrates the feature extraction processes for MFCC and GWCC.
In order to maintain consistency in the implementation of MFCC and Gammatone wavelet cepstral coefficients, we integrated our filterbank in to the auditory toolbox's MFCC. Also the areas of Gammatone wavelet filters and Mel-filters were kept equal.
Since the construction of Gammatone wavelet filterbank is based on the Gammatone filterbank, we have extracted features using this filterbank. The computations are similar to that of GWCC, but instead of the Gammatone wavelet filterbank, we use the Gammatone filterbank. We refer to these features as Gammatone Cepstral Coefficients (GCC).
The Mel-filterbank used in auditory toolbox's MFCC im- plementation is shown in Figure 3 . The filterbank consists of 40 filters and the spacing between them is different when compared to Gammatone wavelet filterbank. The first 13 filters are spaced linearly and the rest are spaced logarithmic [1] . Comparing this filterbank with the Gammatone wavelet filterbank shown in Figure 1 , we observe that the Mel-filters are strictly bandlimited and hence have a sharper rolloff, whereas every Gammatone wavelet filter response spreads across the entire frequency band.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We investigate the noise robustness of GWCC on AU-RORA 2 database. The recognizer is trained using clean speech training data, which consists of 8440 utterances. The test data consists of two sets, test set A and test set B. The test set A contains utterances corrupted by four noise types, suburban train, babble, car and exhibition and test set B contains utterances corrupted by four other noise types, restaurant, street, airport and exhibition hall. Both test set A and test set B contain 4004 utterances consisting of a sequence of one to seven digits, with 1001 utterances for each noise type. All utterances occur at seven noise levels, namely, clean, and SNR = 20, 15, 10, 5, 0, and -5 dB. The speech data is sampled at 8 kHz. More details about the database and clean condition setup can be found in [12] .
We used the reference recognizer based on the HTK software package supplied with AURORA 2 database for the recognition experiments [13] [14] . The reference recognizer takes as input, static features and estimates dynamic features (∆ and ∆∆), and then trains a hidden Markov model (HMM) for each digit. The digits are modeled using basic 16 state Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with 3 Gaussians per state. Silence is modeled by a 3-state GMM with 6 Gaussians per state. For each of the features, namely, MFCCs, GWCCs, GCCs extracted using Slaney's auditory toolbox, we trained and tested a recognition system. In addition, we also trained and tested a system with MFCCs extracted using HTK software package. The word accuracy results obtained using MFCC (HTK), MFCCs, GWCCs and GCCs are tabulated in Table I and Table II . The average word accuracy for a given test set at a particular SNR was calculated by averaging the accuracies for the four different noises in that set. The average word accuracy under all SNR conditions is also provided.
It can be seen from the results that HTK based MFCCs and Slaney's auditory toolbox based MFCCs yield significantly different performance. More specifically, HTK based MFCCs, which yields a performance comparable to system reported earlier in the literature [12] [14] , performs worse than MFCCs extracted using auditory toolbox. This difference in the recognition performance can be attributed to the variation in filterbank implementation between Slaney's toolkit (equal area filters) and HTK toolkit (equal height filters). The consequence of equal height filters is that filters with higher bandwidth have higher energy. Typically, for a speech signal low frequency regions have higher SNR when compared to high frequency regions, thus the influence of noise is more prevalent towards higher frequency regions. The construction of the filterbank is such that filters with higher center frequencies have higher bandwidths and effect of this is a larger amplification of energy in the higher frequency regions of the speech signal when compared to lower frequency regions, thus resulting in poorer performance as opposed to equal area filters.
In both test set A and test set B, we observe that under all SNR conditions, both GCC and GWCC show higher word accuracy when compared with MFCC. More importantly, we observe greater improvement at low SNRs such as 10, 5 and 0 dB. The improvement in word accuracy of both GWCC and GCC can be attributed to the change of filterbank that was incorporated in the feature extraction process. Recalling Section III, the differences in the filterbanks are the shape, placement and bandwidth of the filters. Thus, we infer that the asymmetry of the filter response and the placement of the filters have a bearing on the features.
It can be observed that GCC provides better results when compared with GWCC, however, there are areas in the con- struction of Gammatone wavelet filterbank that could yield better features. In our construction we have only considered first order derivative of the Gammatone function. Increasing the order of the derivatives give rise to wavelets with a slower decaying tail when compared to the first order. The possibility of using these wavelets in better approximation of the basilar membrane responses has to be investigated. Also the jω term in Equation (1) indicates an implicit pre-emphasis being performed by the Gammatone wavelet. The effect of removing the explicit pre-emphasis in GWCC on the features has to be analyzed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the past, Gammatone filterbanks have been explored for feature extraction process. For instance, Tchorz and Kollmeier in [15] constructed a Gammatone filterbank based auditory model front end that simulates the spectral and temporal aspects of the peripheral auditory system and showed improvement in recognition performance when compared with MFCC. Tüske et al. [16] introduced a non-stationary signal analysis into ASR, by developing pitch-adaptive Gammatone filterbank, which typically gave noise robustness over standard features. Schlüter et al. [17] gave a method of obtaining features from a Gammatone filterbank and also showed various techniques for combining these features with standard features like MFCC and PLP. They also investigated the effects of using 3 rd , 10 th and log amplitude compression schemes. Li and Huang [10] developed auditory transforms (which uses cochlear filters that are similar to Gammatone functions) based cochear filter cepstral coefficients (CFCC) and show robustness of these features over MFCC. The feature extraction followed in this case is also similar to MFCC. All these works typically extract a feature different than standard MFCC or PLP and show the robustness aspect of Gammatone filters. However, in our work we observe that, by replacing Mel-filterbanks by filterbanks obtained using Gammatone wavelets or Gammatone functions and keeping the rest of the processing same yields robustness over standard MFCC features.
